The new features, improvements and addressed issues described in this document have been released. Please note that many functions are activated for a specific operational context and might only be visible for some operations.

1. New features

No new features in this release.

2. Improvements and addressed issues

- Editor Widget Enhancements:
  - Feature Deletion: The editor can now delete features. Deleted features are not permanently removed but filtered out, allowing editors to restore them if needed. This feature enables the creation of a historical database of all data that once existed, such as historical road accessibility during tropical storms.

- Support for Numeric Values: The editor widget now supports integer and decimal values, making it easier for editors to input and understand data structure. Placeholder text has been added for clarity.

- Date Selection: Editors can conveniently choose dates by using a calendar box.

- Empty values for list entries ("domains"): Editors can change list values to empty/null when needed (empty means no information is available).

- Display for CONOPS map module:
  - CONOPS map now includes the storage service capacity, providing users with more comprehensive information.
• Previously, the CONOPS was not shown properly in the legend. This issue has now been resolved. The CONOPS legend now offers the same functionalities, including dynamic and multilingual support; it displays only the features visible on the map.

• **Enhanced Filter Widget:** The filter widget has been improved to allow filtering against blank or null values, enhancing data filtering capabilities.

• **Resolved Bug on the filter:** Previously, there was an issue where the filter widget did not open correctly when the LogIE page was opened for the first time. This issue has been resolved, ensuring a smooth user experience.

• **Direct Warehouse Survey Access:** convenient link has been added to enable users to access the warehouse survey directly, without the need to navigate to a specific module. For example, for Ukraine, you can access the warehouse survey via the following link: [LogIE Warehouse Survey](https://логопонятливость.org/logie/about)

### 3. Known issues and limitations

The following issues have been identified and are part of the current development roadmap to be addressed in the upcoming releases.

• Map export is limited to public layers. An improved mapping version is under development.

• Comment fields are shown in all available languages. If information is entered in multiple languages, you see both languages in parallel. Complete multilingual handling of layer content is under development.

• Buttons sometimes not responsive. Some buttons within the platform use icons from the esri Calcite library. However, some users have reported issues when attempting to open widgets associated with these icons. To address this problem, a new icon repository for buttons is currently being created. This update aims to provide a more reliable and consistent user experience.

• Layer download Notifications: When a layer cannot be downloaded, users do not receive notifications regarding which specific layer could not be retrieved. This lack of information makes it challenging for users to troubleshoot and understand the reasons behind download failures. We are actively improving this aspect to enhance user awareness and troubleshooting capabilities.

• Reporting Widget Coordinate Input Issues: The reporting widget encounters issues when users attempt to change coordinates by manually inputting numerical values. In cases where the reporting widget fails to function as expected, users do not receive notifications explaining why the report is not being sent successfully. We are actively investigating and working to resolve this issue and provide more informative error messages for users.
Printed Map Legend and Layer Names: When users print maps, the legend and layer names need to be displayed as they appear on the online page. This inconsistency between online and printed map representations can be confusing. We acknowledge this limitation and are working to ensure that printed maps accurately reflect the legend and layer names from the online version for a more consistent user experience.

We are always happy to improve! Please send us an email to global.logie@wfp.org in case you want to share any ideas, suggestions, or identified issues. Thank you!
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